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Suggested Experiments for the Detection of 

Nuclear Chain Reacti.ons, and the Liberation 

of Nuclear Energy . 

Sir, 

I wish to draw attention to theoretically uossible 

transmutation processes of a special tJ<-pe and indicate simple 

experiments which could lead to their detection. The 
~ 

energy liberated by them may YoFy .well be large as compared 
~·J..._/ 

to the energy input ~s required for the maintenance of 

the process . 

The simplest type 'may be obtained by radiating 

a metastable element with neutrons . Some elements betray 

their metastable character by being radio-active; others 

are not radio - active . The mass of Beryllium seems to be 

sufficient to allow aspontaneous transmutation (for instance 

into two alpha particles and a neutron) wluch apparently is 
~/d 

inhibited. Such inhibition~, however, be lifted in a 

nuclear collision with a neutron; a neutron hitting a 

Beryllium nucleus would then liberate energy without getting 

ca~tured and could go on hitting efficiently furth r 

Beryllium nuclei, the total nunwer of its efficient collisions, 

and the total amount of the liberated energy being limited by 

the geometrical conditions only. We shall call a reaction 

of this type a "chain" . 

Be -t n • 11 Be 11 -t n -t Energy 

"Be" would be an isomer of Be, which would or ·would not 

break up into ~arts . 

Additional neutrons could be liberated along some 

such chains, which will then be calJed "divergent" in this note . 

A metastable element must necessarily be involved 

in a chain in which only one kind of non- positive nucleus, 

as the neutron, n1, forms the links of the chain · (fingulet 
0 

-ehain) . 
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It is theoretically possible to maintain chains 

in mixtures of stable elements and also in certain pure 

stable elements if two different kinds of non- positive nuclei 

form the links of . the chain(~. 

d i scussion of such chains had better be postponed, pending 

conclusive evidence which would show that neutrons of the 

mass number two or negative protons (or other particles 

which could, together with the neu tron, serve as links in 

such chains ) have been actual l y generated in the laboratory. 

Divergent Chains in Stationary Processes . 

Some information on the geometrical conditions in 

which a stationary process can be maintained and on the 

order of magnitudes involved can be obtained by considering 

a closed spherical layer in which a divergent chain is 

maintained by a neutron source placed in the centre of the 

hollow s phere . In a stationary process the density J of the 

neutrons within the layer is a function of the radius r alone . 
and for our purpose sufficiently well described by the equation 

z. 
d{rf )/dr~+ 3f/A~ . (rf ) : 0 

where A is the mean free path of the neutrons for nuclear 

collisions in the layer and f is the fraction of the nuclear 

collisions that yields an additional neutron. This equation 

holds in t he case of s pherical symmetry ~ xxmwmpttwax 

~ if A;r and f are both sufficiently small within the layer . 

If r ~ is the outer radius of the spherical layer 

and r 1 its inner radius, stati onary solutions are , ossible 

if the thickness of the layer r~ - r
1 

does not exceed a certain 

critical value L 1~~) . The number of neutrons radiated into 

space from the outer surface tends to become infinite if the 

thickness of the layer approaches the critical t hickness . If 

wx ~ the critical thickness is exceeded no stat i onary 

solution is possible, and a neutron s ource can bring about 

an explosion. 
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For small 3fol and if the neutrons can freely 
~ p-:C 

escape from the outer surface Gif tfie layoP the value of tl:le 

L - II . ~ 
eFiti.g al thiekn~ws L io - -< V.3f' 1\.- • For = 10 em and 

f = 1/100 the critical thickness is of the order of magnitude 

of 100 em. 

Suggested Experiment. 
simple 

It can be determined by ut/ experiments em: !t ZlXUJ't'.t 

~ wheth~r a given material is able to increase the 

number or energy of the neutrons by scattering neutrons in 

a layer of this mater al of a few centimetres' thickness. 

The elastic scattering causes some difficulty as it may 

hide the "non-elastic" effect in which we are interested. 

If, however, we surround a neutron s ource, the emission 

of w~ch has s~herical symmetry, by a spherical layer of the 

scattering material, the elastic scattering in the layer will 

not upset the spherical symmetry and will, therefore, not 

affect the total nunber of neutrons going through some point 
. 

outside the layer. B~ measuring the total number of 

neutrons going through XRZk some such point and comparing 
layer 

the value in the presence of the scattering/~twwtxt and 

in its absence we could see if neutrons are liberated or 

absorbed in the ~ scattering material . Yet the 

elastic scattering affects the angular distribution of the 

neutrons go~ng through any ~oint which is close to the 

scatterinc layer, and can therefore make it difficult to 

interpret the measurements . 

We could make use of the Fermi effect for measuring 

intensities of neutron beams i.e. we could measure the activity 

induced by neutrons in bodies formed of Fermi-active elements 

and draw conclusions on the number and energies of the neutrons 

to which these bodies have been exposed. Yet if we use 

sheets of the Fermi-active elements ·which we place close to the 

scat terlng layer in our experimen~ the elastic scattering 

by affecting the angular distribution of the neutr~ns will 

affect the induced activity . (It ~~t~~ a~ 
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sir~~~·~:;~-~~~ ~~ 
s gPeat di~t a~e o from~e scattering layer we may no t ~ 

~ to get an induced activity which ~~ield in an 

electron counter a sufficiently largo number of impulses; 
"~ ~~ /J~ 
~,ooo te 100 6 00~ impulses are needed to detoct~es 

~ in the energy or number of t he neutrons.) Fortunately 

this difficulty can be removed by using a large number of 

small spheres of the Fermi-active element ~~ by Y~iag thom in 
place . . ~ ~ 
bx:x•n'li of the Fermi-active s :1eot_, ~ .~" ~ "'/~ /)~ _ 
~1- ~~"4----~ h ~?- ~~ r... . 

It will also oe nossiblo to detect changes in the ~~ ~ 
neutron energies apart from changes in the NRJ:lt~w number of 

neutrons by measuriP~ the ratio of the Fermi-activity induced 

in several elements. Wei!" have theoretical evidence in favour 

of t he forecast that for tti03 e heavier elements which have a 

Fermi effect of the neutron - proton or the neutron - alpha 

particle type, the activity induced by sloP neutrons will 

strongly increase with increasing neutron energies. u 

A systematic investigation of tho non-elastic 

scatte~ing of the elements is interesting fro~ several 
.1---{~ 

points of view; i f woul~ throw light on the primary process 

involved in ~he Fermi eff~t of iodine and other elements 

wluch transmute into their own isotopes. Should it lead 

to the detection of su itable chain re-action~ industrial 

applications of fa~eaching consequences would result. 

Investigations along these lines will be started if the 

necessary facilities can be obtained. 





Si r, ]2 / Lh 
I wlsh to draw attention to theoretical ly ;ossible 

trans nutat •on processes of a special type and in.dicnto simnle 

experiments 1hich could lead to t heir de·tection . The 
e-......£L 

energy l l berated by them be large as oomp red 
~._J.t., 

to tho energy inpu t ~ i s required f or t he malnton ce of 

tho procoas . 

The simplest t ype may be obtu~nod by radia t ing 

n etastablo element with neutrons . Some elements betray 

t~oir metastable character by being radio- acti ve; others 

are not rad: o- active . The mass of Beryll ium seems to be 

s t fflciont to allow a spontaneou s transmutation (for instance 

into t vo alpha particles and n neutron) w d ch apparently is 
\ ~{;C ~~ /1 r~ (., 

inhibited. Such inhibition~-?{ e _ fted in a 

nuoleat• col lis l on \'lith a neut1•on; a neutron hittinc a 

Beryllium nucleus would then liberate enel"'SY without e; e tt .i. ng 

captured und could c;o on hi t tin._· efficiently rurt'1e..:r 

Beryllium nuclei, the total number or its e!ficicnt collisions , 

and tho total amount of t ho liberated energy beins limited bj' 

t he geometrical conditions only . \~ s hall call a reaction 

of this typo a 11chain" . 

ne 9 
• 

A . ~, saP " n a 
~ 0 1 • () n " • Energy 

"De" would be an isomer of' Be 1 which ould or would not 

brenk up into . ..J tlrts . 

AdCitional neutrons could be liberated along some 

such chains , w:1i ch will then be called "divergent" in this note. 

A metastable clement must necessat~ilX bo involved 

in a chain in w· ich only one kind of non-positive nucloun, 

a.s the neutron, n "', forms t he links of t ho c~ain (ei!lt)ulet 
0 

ehallxt . 
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It is theoretically possible to maintain chaina 

in mixtures of stablo elements and also in certain ptU~e 

sta ,le elements if two d1~forent kinds of non- positive nucla! 

form the links of vhe c in ) • The tJUk ~ 
discussion of such chains had better be postponed, pending 

conclusive evidence whi ch would show that neutrons of the 

mass number two or nee; tive protona (or other particles 

whlch could, together vli th the neutron, serve as links in 

such chains ) have beon actually generated in the laboratory. 

Divergent Chains in Stntionnry Pro eases. 

Some information on the geometrical conditions in 

1'7hich a station ry process con be maintained and on the 

order of magnitudes involved can be obtained by considering 

closed spherical layer in which & divergent ch in is 

maintained by a neutron source placed in the centre of the 

hollow sphere . In a s t ationary process the density of the 

neutrons ithin the layer is a function of the radius r alone 

and for O t~ purpose suff1cientl1 well described by the equation 
~ 

d(rj )/dr' • 3f~ '1. • ( r ! ) -.. 0 

where is the mean free path of' the neutrons for nucleo.r 

coll isions in tho layer o.nd f is the fraction of the nuclear 

collisions that yields an ad 1 tional neutron. Tllis equat ·.on 

holds in tho cGBe of spherlonl s~ otry KRdRz xxxmmptxsxx 

JCtt:D. if' )v/r and f are both s1u'ficiontly small within the layer . 

If r '-- is tho out r radius of tho spherical layer 

nd r \ its inner radius , stat onary sol utions are ossible 

if the thickness of the layer 1~ 
1... 

r
1 

does not exceed a certain 

critical value L (~), Tho n ~e~ of neutrons radiated into 

space from tho outer surface tends to b como inf·nite if the 

t ickness of the layer approaches tho c:hlttcal t ickness . If 

xa ax&aBK the critical tl~ckness is exceeded no stat onary 

solution is •Osslble, nnd a neutron s ource cari bring about 

en explosion. 
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For sm-all 3'/1;.:. und if tho neutrons can freely 

~. w-t; f .. ¢ 
escape from the outer surf co 

I = JT )., 
- Zf!JT • For : 10 em and 

f • 1/100 the critical tl11cknoss is of the order of magnitude 

of 100 om. 

SRSJ3estod Experiment. 
simple 

It ean be determined by u/experim.enb3 a 

!!11pQ• whether a Given material is able to increase the 

number or energy of the neutrons by scattering neutrons in 

a layer of t his material of a fm eentim.etres' thickness . 

The elastic scattering ca es some difficulty o.s it may 

hide the "non-elastic" effect in 1hlch we u:i."' O inter ested. 

I£, however, we su~·rou.nd a neutron s urce, t he emission 

of ~L ch has s pherical symmetry, by a spherical layer of the 

scattering ru terial, the elastic scattering in the lay r :rill 

not upset the spherical symmetry and ill , therefo o, not 

affect the total nwnber of neutrons goinr.; through some point 

outside ths layer. By m a.suri the total n~uber of 

neutrons go ~ ng through mu:lt some such point an 1 comparing 
la.-ror 

the ve.lue in tho presence of' the scatterindrmrtuxtri and 

in its absence e could sao if neutrons aro liberated or 

absorbed in t e ~nx sce.tteri · mo.te r ial . Yet the 

elastic scattering @!facts tho unuulnr distribution of the 

neutrons goi ng through any point iluch is close to t he 

saatter i layer, and cnn t herefore make it difficult to 

interpre tho menaurements . 

We could make use of the Fermi efl'ect for measuring 

intensities of neutron beoms i . e . we could m asure the activity 

induced by neutrons in bodies formed of Fermi-nctive elements 

and drnw concluaions on tho nt nber and enorgtes of the neutrons 

to wJ.ich t .esc bodies have been exposed. Yet if we us e 

sh eta 01 the Forrd- o.ctive elements :rl 1ch we :J l ce close to t1 e 

scatt ering layor in our oxpor~on~ tho cl atio scattering 
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a.o t 1 vi ty 1o1hich · ¥told in an 

lect .. :on counter a suff· ciently large nu:r.1bor of' impulses; 
a ~ ~ ~~~ trf__. ".6~( 

c-1mpulsos nre needed to detcot) changes 

'etf~~1n the energy or nurnber of tho neutrons . ) Fortuno.tel 

t ~ · n difficulty can · ~ removed bJ· using lnr o nU."'.lbor of 

small sphcn•es oi' the Fo::..'mi-activo eleraent o.r:.d by us (? them in 

place / · 4 · 
tw:riemxct of tho lt'er -a.ct3.vo s cot ~ ~ 'kf- {),.// ~ /'f· ,/ 
~~ /) ~.L.-L a c '~... c;•or-W{ /-v ~ . ~ ~ ;/(,.. 

rl' It will also b poss~ble to detect changes . 
'I v(! 

neutron energies upart f'rom changes :tn t l o nnuti!m number of hv.c:f....r, 

neutrons by moosuring tho ratio of' the Fermi-act_vity induced 

in several clements . We hn.ve theoretical evidence in fav ur 

of t ho forec nst that for th03 o heavier e :.emonts which have a 

~orm1 effect of t ho neutron - ~roton or · the neutron - alpha 

particle bype, the activ1.ty induced by slow neutl•ons ;r:lll 

.strongly increauo with inorensin neutron energies . .tJl 

A systematic investigation of t.1e non- elnstic 

sco.ttcring of the elements is intere.s t:Lp.g from several 
\ ' IW1 It··~ ~ f. 

points of vior:r; 1 \'/Ould throvi..,.light on the primnry process 

involved in ~~ Fermi effect of iodine and other olements 

Wi.d ch tl'unsmute into their om isotopes . Should it lead 

to the detection of ::nitable chain re-actiollSindustl~S:al 

applicct.i..ons ·f raxjreo.ching cons ,quences ou.ld rea .... lt . 

In estigat~.ons alone these lines will be sto.rtod H' the 

necessary facilities con be obtained. 
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A..._ , 1.: l P T ~ f..t t t<- / a " a ~ /_~ _~ 
~ h ~ ... n~/.t....-- '.;~ . 

theoretical y poss~ble 
I v. · h to draw attention to/a: numirl m:xas: 

that belonc, to a _ ecial c1~.?~ si ple 
~ transmutation processes;and indica e/experiments 
for their detection 
by which it could be deter,· ed if such processes 

~...b6"'maintained in one of the exist 

Sir, 

I ~ ~h to draw attention to theoret cally 

possil;J.e transr:n~tat:ion processes ~~ of a 
type 

special Zlf'hnrz:f and indicate simple experirr.ents which 

could lead to their detection. The enercy lLberated 

in a process of t;h~s type mRy very well be lsrge as 

compared to the energy input req_uired for b the naintenanc 

If an element is bonbarded hv nrotons or other 

--~,---- ------
__ ...__._---

~ - ~---~--~----~-~ 
.. ____ .... . 

positive nuclei m the vast major ty of the moving particles 
are 
±x/stopped before they have had a chance to cause trar~-

mutation. This does not hold for bombardment w th 

neutrons; one might think however, that the ineffec:iency 

~ of their generaticn would rule out the possiblity 

of an active po-.;cr balance.. Beine aware (!or the past 

twelve months) that we can escape such a conclusion if 

~e succeed in maintaining processes in 
..... f t...l 'l-/-, ""'"""' _,) 

:O.ich collisions 

l leadine to transmutation do not stop the neutrons 
further 

from/ 
in the process .,......-v--J_--< ,. 

remain:i ng active/but increaseji( their/energy or -'6£~~ 

numberJI gave some thought to the main ty!_)es of theoretical-

ly nossibJ e "chain r eactions" • Mntl'J8!RXX~ 
f"l I - ) 

;J •• ~7 

xnmmRll' /There is no conclusive ev:idence as yet showing 
( 

that neutrons of the mass munber 
.:1'-Y 

two, negative protons, 

.a,.., d1plea::s , .a:t> otfiei non·~o.,i"5ive nuclei:. which couJ.d serve 

as 1 nks in such cha ns have bee1 actually generated in 
I ~~ I 

'J:l;;i.Q;pei'O l'O Wt is suff::cient to point out the laboratory . 
I 
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:for the r.n=·esont thnt a chain reaction in which only one 
for instance the neutron ( n ) 

kind of non-pos" ti ve nucleus/forL1S the links "·f the chain 
"'1.A t. 4-..... ... t '/ 

must necessarily involve a metastable element~ ~ ______. 
two different kinds of non-positive nuclei fori::I t1-e links 

!t..... 6..-~ 
it is theoretically possible tom' ;ntain chains in ~mixtures 
of elements and perhaps also in ce~tain pureb elements 
JliiX1'COC ~ CD( D D«J!tlx!XIXOOX adi\:,isd~~Withol:l:'b in-v-r;'ifint;-
~i'ttm J.all1 e el eEe~ c~.M< 

(" n") 
Pol• pu~e neutron/Ghains we are lim:t ted te--' 

fiJ.omen t;-s of that ehtBs. *Part fram Uran and other radio-

active elements which betray their metastable character 
" /.: .-f-b= - '' ~~/4.:,;( "6W~.ef.r--~'ivn~: - -~~·;;;:;-~~~h~ ---~ ~ IJ ..... ~t:01+?f!6c 
~ , c_:as o±'ter . ojnted out, is svf'ficient to xt'lRw 
~~:ir_vf' lfk:;J , 
p~a spontaneous disintegration into two alpha particles 

and a n~utron. We do not know why such disintegration 

is inhibited and some sort of transmutation may be rr.ado
rW-; ·~P.~~ 

possible in a nuclear collision. ~eiting a 

Beryllium nucleus v10ulQ. then liberate energy without ~!O tting 
effic'ien-clJ 

captured and c-ould go on hittin,:"j-further Bel·yl1j1Jm m1tll.aL, , 

- the total number of its efficient collisions and the total 

' amount of tbe l-iberated energy being determined by the 
/ r t l(. ' / 

geometrical conditions ~ k ....,.,L ,. ~!r< ·~ tt 'bo ' 1/3 
-t 

.... 
n = " Be " 

~ 
+ n A + Energy. 

11Be" would be an isomer of Be, which would or would not 

break up into parts . r 
0~ I 

liberated along (such Additional neutrons could be 
~ ~--L,... ~,~· .4.,~ 

;1 chainS in a- e Cl tE i:nli'raction (f') of the 

(f<l ~~-d~~~~~~~~::~~~~~~~~~~ 

within 

of the 

the inner radius r., rEldius r z. 
-, 

r by 
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d(r )/dr + 3f/_x. :a = 0 

neu tr·on-(-f } 

case 

~ ~ B.ssur.1e t' at the nm_,trons 

into a ace from the 011ter s 1rface 
~. ~ 

ratio o:fl ther neut ns radiated into space to 
.. -y., l ""i tJ:{ -' 

neutrons e~itted so·rce in the centre of 

sphere tends to become infinite,if the tb c1ness of 

the sheet (r - r) ap~roaches a 
1.. " • {h)-~ ( -1... *'·· {' ' ,, 'IJ . ' 'I Ve find <: .L <- --

the smaller value IT (r:~. - r~ 

excePds the criti ~e hot an e plosion . 

For ~ = 10 em. f - 1/100 and laree r the 
1 

critical th ckness would be ~ The thickness required 

for doubling the number of neutrons is about two thirds 

of the cr tical thickness. 

ii~~R:~rtslli ~. Radio- Act:l .. vi ty induced by Neutrons . 

In order to ·N•Xwxmi~~ tes t for substance its 

can city of increasing the energy o~ the number of the 

ne1trons which are scatterPd in it in an exneriment on a 

small sca1e1it may be conven ent to use radio-ac~iv~ty 
./k.L..t.,_ ,t.,. ~ • " ...... 

induced by neutronq This would make it 

possible to ca.rry o t s ch e neriments .B::ltr=-4~~'Po~.A.a<oa-!&ae~e .... 
if./ ordinary counters aF o a:va:ilable- Jl!!ll"MTfw;f{ 

f r oi" ~oDie hosoiLal. ~r.,.-... ·~ 

f 

0 e nust not think that bee. use the neutron carri es 

no nosit ve char e t e coulombe field o~ the nucleus cannot 

prevent processes in ·which the neutron dis am ears, a. 
.s 

proton ap ear instead of the ne tron and a 



If we surround a neutron source with a closed 

layer of a material. in which a chain re-action is maintained 

by the neutron radiation of the sourc~ w/}.:~a?;, .~eo~~tical.\t4 ·., L 
I ~, 

liberate an unlimited amount of energy; ~nd it additioaal 

U 
.aeatro"" aPe lil>ef'ated along the ~~'l'ln ",!~ "}:" ';. &" 

j a.n un.H.-mlted n~~~:t of neutf'mls l:±= e¥B:te4 by .P9.rlle ~ aefl.ni -t;;e 
~ a-4-v- .._,_ (_ T ~ ~ ~o- ~~r t:~ .. ~ 

~ number Q;f neutro~tt::~lf-4be sotnoe . In order to 
:J~) ~\~ ~~~~ 

~ n-l~~ 

~r' get a rougr.lidea of the geometrical conditions in whiGh a 

~atienar, ~roeesa is ~eesible l f ~o ~a~te! ease including 

the order of magnitude of the linear di~ensions involved, ~-
-+:1-: .. ,. ~~ -(.(..,.,( k• ,,t- .... : h ·. t2.. -t-k.;C • ... ~. ., r----- f ... ~ 

we shall make some assumptions wh ich will simplify the - ~ .......... tt!J 
t..... 

problem without changing its essential characteristics, d.. .. ~ 

and make use of the differential equation wh ich will supply 

a fairly good description of the process. / . 
\~ ~~(r~r,~~-::;_; 

We considerya closed s pherical layer in which a 

neutron chain is maintained by a neutron source placed 

in the centre of the hollow sphere . ±f the neutrons c~ 

·ef '-the- ...sphoil?i&a-l--layer the dens.iJt ~f th& ·neutr~ w:thin 
c f ~· t • .( y 

Th:itt.. densTty'l is ·~~ ..... .,. 

equation 

d(rf )/dr • 3f/~ • .f • 0 

where J\is the mean free path of the neut rons for nuclear 

collis i ons in the layer and f is the fraction of the nuclear 

collisions that yield an additional neutron. This equation 

holds in the case of s pherical symmetry under assumptions 

which may be sufficiently closely realised if)v /r and fare 

~~~. 
both sufficiently small' ti DD1 wJmtxm:K.X m arx!g'q• fyKwXJ' 

xaxa ~x«c The ra~io of the ntunber of neutrons radiated 

into space from the outer surface r • r~ to t he number of 

neutrons emitted by the neutron source in the centre of the 
I~ 11'( ~ t.....r,_· '1.- 11 /1' I ~'1.-J) "Y "' .... 1,. .. I l (.,.. .:- .,... J 

sphere is g iven by t1e x wtt® xx%x ratio of the values of ~ 

for r = r t and r • r~ This r atio tends to become 

d!A .- f.r.- ,... ..::- ")-- ./ 
infinite if approaches zero ,and this occurs for a certain X 
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radio-active element is formed v1hich transmutes into 

the ori~inal element. 
is , '~ ..... -t ..,.. f' · .... ~ • • ... ,. • · .......,...., --- - - - - -r J of the nroton ~/sma Jer than the energy of the neutron. 

~~--
6ne/ should not expect tho~ such ~ nrocess, take ry}ece ,_ 
u less the 

I I j 

energy of the ejected pro~on is suffi~i~ 

to enable it to nenetratejnear to the nucleus against 
I ~ - ~ ~ 

the Coulombe field{in the ~nve~se proc~ss It~-
therefore be surnrising i~ slow neutrons could induce 

{ry'_ I} 'II~~ c~ ;t €Afl<-"t t. t.r such@ocesses ~n sufficiently heavy elements (an ~ I 
(~,__....,. ,.. t ··( 

. if they could induce processes in which an al a particle 
~ J.,;z? ~~jec~ed 

~p~Jas~y~sc-~kh~aax~_ ~-- of the proton, though the ene~y of~ 

alpha particle can eyceed the energy of the~tron), 

and if further experiments will confirm our expectation 
and abundance 

we could estimate a change in the energy/of a neutron, 
comparing 

beam by ~/the ±NNwwKN activity 
~~··· 

induced in elements 

of different atomic nunber. 

mater al 

one has to face the difficulty thAt the elastic scattering 

may hide the "inelastic" effect in which we are interested 

If we surround a neutron source the emission of wrich has 

spherical symmetry, by a spherical layer of the test 

material the elastic scattering in the layer will not 

upset the spherical symmetry and will therefore not 't_ffect 

the total number of neutrons going through any point 

outside the layer. By measuring the total number of 

neutrons going through such a Given point and compering 
in the presence of (,..., # 

the value/K±Xk HKN ~ the test material and w~t~t 
I'< rt. • " t., 

~~we could/ theoretically at least 1obta n useful infor-

mation. Yet the elastic scatter1ne; af!'ects the 

angular distribution of the neutrons going through any 

point which is close to the layer and would therefore,/ 
.. ~(""-~ 

affect the activity induced 
e-tt ~ ..... -<'- ..... ~· 

in a sheet of ~eept.ble 
t:f, ,/t $ I • ~ I I ( 

matoFia1 pleced close to the layer . waiea we~ ~sh to se 
<f"l.•' "( 
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~ _.) 

e;s lnd:l:e~ . Replacing ~is sheet by a large number 

of small spheres see~ to be the adeguate solution of this 
/'T"'f. c 

difficulty; !bn 17 i€W of 'hhe fact "bhat we cannot afford tr e--L.-- •. ;~ ~'"~-
to lose ~ intensity if we wish to observe a change 

of about 1% in the number or mean ener&Y of the neutro:a ~ 
b#-?! ?, ' , " ;z ,.. ~ rr>r:-,-.. ,,.!.,_.-...., ~ 

and have to use a neutron source which is base~ on r'don . j 
c..' .... \. 'r ~ )"1-".J-~ ~ _... ' ;~ '( ... -c.. 

...____ In view of flii·~ ~oss=ible . impJ..i4e.-:t-i-ona- for our /ot-f.t 
'--.__ { t l.- f, -u. ~ ,; ',.(_ r /.,(,... I~ f I 'I ..., 

civil is a Lion of -.me::a:nirem:eRi; of the1, inelastic /scattering 
~.. ~~ • . -Ct. • .;( 

~'" of neutrons in ~ments ., ~eJ.t I had better 

raisi~is subjec~ since 
..1 

I am whether I shall have an onuortunity to 

car. such experiments myself . ~ 

/ 
~~· ~~~_ ...... . -....... 

'\,~ 

--
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/ f. - v I ,. ~ .br• . I ./ / A t • ~ 

On Nuclear Chain Reactions and their B6~ring on~ ~st~a 

Power Production. 

Sir, 

I wish to draw attention to XhK theoretically 

possible transmutation processes of a sp~cial type and 

indicate s~ple experiments which could lead to their 

detection. The energy liberated in a process of this type 

may very well be large as compared to the energy input ~ 

required for the maintenance of t he , p roc ess; if s~eh a 
~ (~~ ,i~ 

-prcree-s-s -G-an ld~ised and ie · used for the generation of 
.~ ........... '"'" . ..,. 

power , ~ ~ therefore ~ an acti ve power balanc~ . For 

i?Stance~y radiating a metastable element \oath neutrons 

it may prove to be possible t~ maintai'ri:-- a process in which .J.J. , ~ 
neutrons cause a wu~~aetael-e elemen.., ~ -cransmut ~~:Cut -,:tf ·v 

being stopped from further remaining active in 
~~ "- It "a•.( ~ ,- . · 
~! __-f fiti~i~JLQ/ i ncreast. their average energy ...C number 

the process 1 

i . e . we , ,, 
may have a nuclearu chain reaction. It is believed 

/ 

l 

.c.. 

t t: /, 
l l 

"'/Itt t " 
c. )" <. 

1 ,, I e._ 

/r, ';-
'• J 

. ;/ I 

~ 

t_ ~ (,Lt ~ ,G • / 

~~ {-to(/ 
~' . I 

) I / 
~ ( ., 

/ / <:/ ,(,t 
l ~ l 

, e . 

~ 
~~· ' 1 f 

. 
ltt.~'-J..) 

'f. 

/'( t" t::/- t. v- ~ J; ; 

l 1 • I (. -(' I~ 

< 

_.,...-.., - - --

I 

/ 

) ) 

--i-, / 
.~; 



Sir, 

I wish to dravr a t tention to the theoretically 

possible. transmutation processes of a special tFpe and 
~.· 

indicate simple experiments wh ich could ~~ a to t heir 

detection. The 

may v ery well be 

required for the 

_energy liberated in a' process of t h is type 
·• Jli.ll'(f 

la~ge as compar~~ ~o the energy input 
' ~-t.-4..,...rv--r,_ ... ?" ....... ,:,j 

maintenance lfJf t he process , and if~ ~..,n.... 
•, il k ..<,._.t, •• .... 

is used for the generatio . ''-of power we may have an active ·;;-..<. 
power balance . ~~'f:, ~ adfai~=ta· me't~stanre element wi th 

-l ./ 
neutrons it may pr,sive to be possible to maintain a process 

in which ~~ o:f- neutrons ~~~~"T ;~e-me 
/ C... --~.::e<-:- ~ ita.-~ /,. ~~ 

s-table ele~ J..e.a.d-to. a transi11utation o · the latter whigh 
-v... -~ t" /c / h .... ··)'/,_... • L.,.,. • ,.. 
d~ ~~ from further remairting actfve 

~-( ~__.) ~( 
in the process ~ increase~ ~(average energy , number ~ 

,.- "-'(- ~ ~ ~~L-"v Lt.__.~ of' the neutT'oss. _, M , 4 · -... ' _ Jf,. /.,.._,I, ...... ~ 
--(_we-- l;l 9 HQ Pea~ j:cs beij; v that there exist meta--stable elements apart from those elements which betray -thei~staole characte by their radio-activity~ 

· seems to "b.e 
The mass of Be~~l~um/±x BXBK st~f~Lent to allow its spo~ous 

~lk ~~-t~ 
disin~~ritio~ ifnto two alpha par> ticles anet---a neutron,) 

)Yhich is apparently inhibited under ordinary condit~ 

Such inhibition may, however, be lifted in a nuclear collision 

with a neutron; a neutron hitting a Berylliun1 nucleus 

would then liberate energy without getting captured and could 

go on hitting efficiently further Berylliun1 nuclei , the 

total number of its efficient c ollisions, and the total 

amount of the liberated energy being determined by the 
1 i J 1 - r- .c. ~ .l...,.,t ~ geome trice. c ondi t ons, .oen y . ,.j ,.,u ... :...-:. ,;~--... / "-C ,...., 

Be + n = 11 Be 11 + n + Energy. 

"Be" would be an isomer of Be, wh ich would or wou l d not 

break up into parts . 

Additional neutrons could be liberated along some . ' ( )( 

such chains, which w i ll then be called multipH-e-a;ti-¥e e~':l."n:e 
.t J 

... , !t ' 
in t h is ne-te-. 
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A metastable elenent must necessarily be 
non- positive 

involved in a chain in w' dch only one kind of/JUD!:t'twiBT nucleu 

for instance only~tron~ 1formi the links of the chai~~ : 

It is theor etically possible to maintain chains in mixt~~es 

of stable elements and also in certain pure ste..ble elements 

if two different kinds 
( 

links of the chain• (i 

-- ]?, 
showing that negative nrotons oruneutrons of the 

q 

mass number two, hich could, together with the neutron , 

serve as links in such chains) have been ac~ually generated 

l ayer of a a chain reaction is maintained 

by the source we 

amount of energy and a divergent chain 
~ ..... - .. ;#'lc--

also an unlimited number of '* B iJ l? Qliio!' to. -8 ~t. 
(' 1 fl. l..u f.. 

~ome iQQ a oe the geometrical conditions in which a stationary 
and 

process can be maintained for a divergent chain/~ the 
,.,l ( I. /.. ~ (~ 

orders of magnitudes involved. we wish b~ conside ~' a closed 

spher i cal l~yer in which such a chain is maintainec~Jb; 
a neutron source nlaced in the centre of the hol low sphere . 

a s ta;t ~onary process within the la~er <: 1 L '-<' ,t. 
/~he denrsity II of the neutrons/is sufficiently well described .,... i '------ / ~ --v-;;--
for our purpose e:EJ! · a "fuu.ctt\on of =bhe' PB:d:~!tfa .Poy the 

equation 

d(rf )/dr • 3f/{r.fJ= 0 

where Jkis the mean free path of the neutrons for nuclear 

collisions in the layer and f is the fraction of the nuclear 

collisions that yield an additional neutron. This equation 

holds in the c ase of spherical symmetry under assumptions 

which may be sufficiently closely realised if ~/r and f 
within 

are both sufficiently small/±m the layer . 

If r , is the outer radius of the spherical layer 

and r 4 its inner radius, stationary solutions are possible 

if the thickness of the layer r~- r_. does not exceed a certain 
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critical value. If the neutrons can freely escapt-

fr om the outer surface r : 1 of the critical 

For A : 10 em and f = 
~der of magnitude~lOO 

I nsts oc:e :t of tfte 

em. 

The number of neutrons radiated into space 

from the outer surface tends to be come infinite if the 

thickness of the layer apnroaches the critical thickness. 

If we exceed the critical thickness no stationary solution 

is possible and we would get an explosion. 

~" '16 ./ 2/3 of the c.r.i.:ti~-e:l tli!ckiTess~ e m:.rill-err- of the neutrons 
,.;. ~ u. .... Uti e. 

radiated by th&- source/ is only douhl..ed ~-the ~am 'r"e11C"t1on.J 

Suggested Experiment . 
,..~ 

It 

material whether it is able to increase the energy or /. 
~('*' "''·-~'f ,.~ 4 . ..r 

number of the neutrons by ex:@ Oi'iment~ /in which tho neutrons-
f.-' r,. I "' ' /l t • / • f' , 

~ scattered c:in tfje' test mater:ie±-. The elastic scattering :.~ 
o-f . • t / a I . • ~. ' " / ~~ - ._... ,. ....... ~ 

i:n tlae mot9rial causes sone difficulty as it may hide the lc .. ft" 

").«..4• "&--

lt:i:-fielastictt effect in which we are interested. If, however, 

we surround a neutron source 1the emission of which has 

spherical symmetry, by a spherical layer of the test 
,..c,<.· .. # 1-J 

• f 

material , the elastic scattering in the layer will not 

upset the spherical symn etry and will, t herefore, not 

affect the total nwnber of neutrons going through any 

po'nt outside the layer . 

is close to the erinc laye .~a can 

therefore f for instance 

be very convenient the 

Fermi effec t and draw corle ons and energy 

of the neutrons from ~e activity . .,.. 

in bodies builjZ.. _.of' sui table elements place to the 

layer . If such bodies have for 

the shape or e s heet a nd are placed close to the 
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By measuring the total nunber of neutrons going through 

such a given point and comparing the value in the presence 

of the test material and in its absence we could 
·/ rrJL-e. l ..__ 

~· ~-·r.< C ~ / I 1'. • ~ J. I' .v'Y 4 ;: f '. J ~ 
tbeoretieall y ai::-=-J=e.eB""& / obtain tts efttl inf'orma:tion. Yet 

the elastic scattering gre atly affects the angular distri-
~~ ·: • ~ ():_' J/" I '' J 

bution, go1ng through any point wh1ch~~IO~~to ;ne 

scattering layer, and can therefore 1in praot~1~ -/ ' . /.. ; ')\>{' .b.: / /1 .I ...,..;..cV? fi!. 't:/ ~ 
meaatH'emen:ts-. t· 1t msy for i:fistanee-•li>.e-·=¥·~~.y~~ 

~ 'J " t" /J I ..,j ;_.. "- ~ 
II (. -A ,___..-- ... /J-...., '\. ~ ......... , .. 4• 1' ""/ ""'""..... c; ~ ... .t: .A 

-3;.9 make 'l!_Se -~ of -th-e Fermi" el'fec ami c.. .. c..., • 

measure the activ~ty induced by the neutrons in(bodies 
~ ~--~ ... ~ki-z-~ . 

· u~(v~; ~itable 'e~effilents ~iKWRM KiNXR KN XER XWRttHXXRg 

iw~HX and draw conclusions .on th~ number and energy 
r. .• ! .f.. {,., ..... ..., 1-!:V~A.;< . .,.) ,e:e;; ,.,.. ·----= 

of the neu trona ga'k~ / t:rirough irl%e~ bodie • Yet if -such 
) ..;,-~- ~~~;..,(,, ---- l ,, •' 4. 

-bodie~ ha:.rot\,;; ~e;::;ef a(shee~ a:ft:fil a:Pe place close tkA.;.:_<-
,.:_.. ___, '7 ~ "")l ......-..-

to the scattering layer (xx ±x and it may be necessary 

to place them close to the layer in order to induce an 

activity that _wi~l yiely' large number of impulses 

{in an electron counter, sufficiently large to detect 

changes of 1% in the energy or number of the Jneutrons), 
tv\ -.. ~ -1'-t ,4>t'f' I 

the elastic scattering by affecting the me~& angular 
I , 

distribution will greatly affect t he ebserved induced 
r 7:_ r-.An~/d.~~ 

activity. ~~iculty can be removed by using 

a large number of small s pheres of the material which 
"Hp· .(, <!. ' •• ~c.,i..-

is to be activated and ~~ae~ by them1the abov~- mentioned 

sheet. 
Wt~ 

· atPsng theoretical evidence in 
,J.-,.,J~ for tf.h~£ 

favour of the a~t:i:&R that/aoas e:!' 'bh8 heavla•elements 
fl-.. ~ f-..-v.,. ~ 1- > ·Jc • - I 

which have a Fermi effect of a - eortain ~e 1 the activity 

induced by slow neutrons will strongly increase with 
I' 

increasing neutron energ~ , 
-w-:.-t c 

This wettld make it possible 
lc...J 

to detect f changeSin the neutron energ~ by measuring the 

ratio of the activity induced in several elements. 

;}j;F ~"' r y. 

'1-k. J.. t 
t ' 

I I 

. .( / / t 

''-'-•• • l'r 
'"'-
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A systematic investigat i on of the/elastic scattering 

of the elements would not be expensive. If~terial 
for a suitable chain re action were to be found t hereby 

the rat io of the i mraediate econo~c value of the proposed , 
investigation to its expense would exceed 10. 

~ Jl I ~( 1 {A 

li~-1 1 - c· l ( . 1 \. • I 

• r 
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(~~ 
( I { 

1..1 ~ 7"\%~ 
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Sir, 

theoretically possible 
I wish to draw attention to/a ~·•tai azaaa 

that belong to a s pecial ola~ simple 
~ transmutation processe /and indicatejexperiments 
£or their detect i on 
by which it could be determined if s uch processes 

can be maint ained in one of t he existing 

Sir, 

I wish to draw a t tenti on to theoretically 

possible tran.srrutnti on proces ses ~of a 
t ype 

special ~ and indicate simple experi · ents w'"'~.ich 

could lead to their detection. The energy l i berated 

in a process of th s type may very well be large as 

compared to t Le energy input required f or 1la t he maintenance 

of t he process i.e. e may have an active power balance. 

If an element is bombarded by protons or other 

positive nuclei m the vast majority of the moving particles 
are 
ia/stopped before they have had a ·chnnce to cause trans-

mutati on. This does not hold for bombardment with 

neutrons; one might thi nk ho~ever, that t he 1neffec1ency 

KBal o£ t heir generation would ru~ out tim possiblity 

of an active pow r ba lanc4. Being aware for the past 

twelve months that we can escape s uch a conclusion if 

we succeed in maintaining processes in d oh coll isions 
further 

leading to transrautat1on do not stop the neutrons from/ 
in t he process 

remaining active/but increase. their energy or tho1r 

number I gave some t houeht to the 

ly possible "ohain r eaotions" J 

in t ypes of theoretical-

Xll'CP•• There is no conclusive evidence as yet s howing 

tr~t neut r ons of t he mass number two, negative protons 

or diplons or other non-positive nuclei 'I ch oo,·ld serve 

as links in such chains have been actually generated in 

tho laboratory. Therefore it is sufficient to . oint out 



for the present t h t a chain reaction in w ich only one 
for instance tho neutron ( n ) 

kind of non-!)Os · tivo nucleus/for l.S the links f tho chain 

must necessarily involve a notnstable elrnment. If 

two different kinds of non-positive nuclei form t e links 

it is theor tically ionsible to maintain chain in « mdxtt~es 
of certain elements and porl p lso ln certain uure elements 
JII%IlC'X amzsscdt CDt bt tKtxl!,u-=s;: ~thout involving 

a metastable element. 
( n ) 

For pure neutron/chains we nre limited to 

elements of that class . Apart from Uran and other radio-

active elements which betray their metastable character 

by their activity we lmow Beryllitun to be metastable. 

Its mass, as often Jointed out, is sufficient to •Xtaw 

permit a spontaneous disinte5ration into t o a~pha particles 

and a neutron. We do not know why such disintegration 

is inhibited and some sort of transmutation may be ade 

possible in n nuclear coll ision. A neutron hentine a 

Beryllium nucleus o d than liberate energy tithout getting 
efficiently 

captured o.nd ould go on h i ttin._/furt 1er Beryllium nuclei 

the total number of its efficient collisions ond tho total 

amount of t he liberated eRergy being determined by the 

geometrical conditions . 

Be + n : " Be " + n + Energy. 

"Be" ould be an &somer of Be, l ich would or would not 

break up into n nrts . 

Additional neutrons could be l i berated alo! IT such 

n chain in a certain f'ruct l on (F} of the nuclear collisions 

(f 1). 

Stability Conditions . 

We wish to consider a.s o.11 example a closed 

spherical layer nd as ume thnt a neutron chain is maint 1ned 

within the layer by ~eutron source placed in tho centre 

of the hollow sphere. Tllo density of tho neutron i thin 

tho layer botveen the inner radius r and the outer radiue r 

Till bo given as a function of the radius r by 



d(r )/dr + 3r/ • = o 

Where is the moan froe p th of t he neutrons in the layer 

~or elastic collisions. Thls equation holds in tho case 

of spherical synMetry and yie1ds ~ e rieht order of 

magnitudes in the 1~nor radius of the hello sphere (r = r) 

is large enough as compared to 1 and t he fraction of 

the collisions which yield an additional neutron (f) 

small as compared to 1. If \Ve assume t h t the neutro 

can escape freol into a s pn.ce from t he ou ter s tu•face 

(r : r) the ra!Rio oft tl:~e neutrons radiated into space to 

t he neutrons emitted by t ho neutron source in the eentre of 

tho sphere tends to become infinite if the t luc ness of 

tho sheet (r - r) approaches a oriticnl value l[r). 

·a find 

the smaller value holdin~ for large r. If' (r - r) 

exceeds tho critical value we got an explosion. 

For • 10 om, f • l/100 and largo r the 

critical t h tcltu.oss \ttOuld be • The thickness required 

for do lbling the nQ~bcr of neutrons is about two t irds 

of the critical t l cknoss • 

. 
-~ ~. fla'lio-Aotivity induce~ by Neutrons . 

In order to ~ test for a aubstnnce its 

capacity of increasing the energy or t ho number of the 

neutrons ~hich are scattered in it inane ~ er nt on a 

small seal it may bo convenient to use ro.dio-act:tvi ty 

induced by neutrons as an indicator . This 1ould rnnko it 

possible to carry out such oxperiBmnts at any nl co here 

ordinary counters aro available pzmxtBwd if radon is supplie 

from some hospital . 

One muse not t hink that because t he neutron carries 

no positive cl-wrc;e the coulombe field of the nucleus cannot 

prev nt procease in \1li ch t ho neutron d1sap ears, a 

proton appearing instead of the neutron an leav ng a 
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radio-active element is formed ··hich translllUtes into 

the original element . ~ xaX ~ The energy 
is 

of the proton •·~~/smaller than tle energy of the neutron. 

One should not oxpoot th._t such a process takes place 

unless the energ-.r of the ejected px>oton is sufficient 

to enable it to penetrate neo.r to t o nucleus against 

the Coulombe field in the inverse process . It should 

therefore be surprising 1 slow neutrons could induce 

such processes in suffioiontly heavy element (and also 

if they co1ld induce processes in f ioh an alpha p rtiole 
ejected 

plays the role of the proton, though the energy of th / 

alpha particle can exceed the energy of tho neutron) , 

d if further experiments ill confirm our expectation 
nnd abundance 

e could estimate a change in tho energy/of a neutron 
OO.tiparing 

beam by ~the :.bumaci activity induced in elements 

or different atomic number. 

one wishes tle fficiency o£ some 
%H ~·Sax/to test NtffwzaKt scattering material 

one has to fnce tho difficulty th t tho elastic scattering 

may hide the "inelastic" effect in 'hich we re int rested. 

If "'1e surround a neutron source the oruiss··on of u ich s 

spherical s~ etry, by a spherical layer of the test 

material tho elastic scattering in the lnyor 111 not 

upset the spherical s~1nmotry and 111 t t erefore not effect 

the totnl number of neutrons going through any point 

outside tho layer . By measuring tle total nll!lbe"' of 

neutron c;oing through such a civon point nnd comp ering 
in the presence of 

the valuo/~ XRK ~ the test m terial and without 

it wo could theoretically at leas obtain soful 1nfor-

mntion. Yot tho alas tic sca.tterine o.f'-i'ects the 

angular distrib tion o· the neutrons ·oing tbroue,h any 

point hich is close to the layer ann would tberofol"'e 

feet the ao ·~ivity induced in a sheet of' suscpptible 

material placed close to the la.yor hich o may ish to us 
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as indicator . Hoplucing this sheet by a large number 

o£ small spheres seems th bhnthe ndequnte solution o£ this 

difficulty. In view of tho ract th t wo cannot afford 

to lose much intensity if e ·1ish to oboervo ch nge 

of about 1% in the nm11bor or mean enor~y of t. o neutrons 

and (~...avo to use a neutron source wh ch 1s l>o.sed on radon . 

In view of tho possible implicaaions ~or our 

civilisation of monsurement of the inolastic sc ttering 

of neutrons in metastable elements, I felt I had b t,er 

not hesitate any longer 1n rats1ne th:_s s .ll>ject, tJ~nce 

I run not certain thether I shall ve nn opportunity to 

carry out s uch experiments myself . 



If ~e surround a neutron sou~ce with a closed 

layer of a material in wl i ·ch a ch in re-action is . aintained 

by the neut ron radintion of t he source 10 can theoretical! 

liberate an unlimited rumount of energy; and if additional 

neutrons are l :tboratod along ·t he chain we can also obtain 

an unlimited number of neut r ons liberated by some definite 

number of neutrons emitted by tho source . In order to 

get a r oU[.;h idea of the c;eometrical condi tiona in whlch a 

stationary process is possible in the latter oase including 

the order of na.gnitudo of the 11neo.r dimensions involved, 

we shall x.1alc:e some o.ssum t i ona v ich ill simplify t he 

problem \vithout changin its esse ti 1 characteristics, 

and .n.ake use of' t he differential equation 1: ich vill suppl 

-
a fairly t. ood descrip tion of t he process . 

e consider a closed s >herical layer in wLiob. a 

neutron chain is maintained b a neutron source placed 

in tho contra of t he ollo~ sphere . If t he neutrons oaa 

escape freely into space from the outer s1~face (r • r) 

of the s phel•lcal layer the dena14ly 

the layer will be zero~or r : r . 

of the neutrons ithin 

This density is 

described within t he layer by the equation 

d(r }/dr ' + 3f/ . • o 

wh6%e is tho mean free path of the nautrons for nuclear 

collis ' ons ln the layer and f is tho fraction of the nuclear 

collisions that yield an additional neutron. This equation 

holds in the cas e of s hcric ,- 1 symmetry under assumptions 

which may be sufficiently closel realised if /r and f are 

both sufficiently small . ti jdaa J!!BBruum DB wspnqga fx••~ 

D:bl qrxcra 1'he radio of the n'UI11bcr of neutrons radiated 

into spac e from t he Ot.1tcr surface r • r to t he number f 

neutrons emitted. by the neutron s ource in the contra of the 

sphere is ivon by the xxtta XBix rat'o of the vnltos of 

for r • r and r • r . T1is ra~io tends to bocome 

1nfini to if' o.p·-.roo.chos zero anrl this occurs for a certain 
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